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Introduction Workshop brief

Analytical approaches to hadronisation have been extensively tested in the
context of jet-physics, where non-perturbative effects can be as large as
the NLO perturbative corrections. There exists a vast body of data from
the LEP and HERA colliders and a variety of theoretical approaches, many
yet to be fully explored.

The current situation is somewhat ambiguous: different analyses lead to
different conclusions; in some cases the theory is probably incomplete; in
others there may still be deficiencies in the experimental analyses.

This situation needs to be resolved rapidly, while the LEP and HERA
experimenters still remain active in the subject. And it’s about time to
start addressing similar issues at hadron colliders.

The aim of this small workshop – about 30 experimenters and theorists –
is to help put together an overall picture of the situation and to establish
where further work could usefully be carried out, both experimentally and
theoretically.
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Introduction Simple ‘laboratory’: event shapes

Continuous measures of shape of an event. Most famous example is
Thrust:

T = max
~nT

∑

i |~pi .~nT |
∑

i |~pi |
,

2-jet event: T ' 1 3-jet event: T ' 2/3

There exist many other measures of aspects of the shape in e+e− and
DIS: Thrust-Major, C-parameter, broadening, heavy-jet mass,
jet-resolution parameters,. . .
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Introduction Observable class #1: mean values (v. Q)
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Introduction Observable class #2: distributions
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Introduction Ambitions

In order of increasing ambitiousness:

Can one predict Q-dependence of corrections?

Can one predict relations between corrections for different observables?

Can one relate the corrections to some operator that can be measured
on the lattice?

Real progress started on first two points in mid-90’s, much based on
renormalon-inspired arguments

Akhoury & Zakharov

Beneke & Braun

Dokshitzer & Webber + Marchesini

Korchemsky & Sterman
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Introduction Standard approaches

Dokshitzer-Webber approach

〈V 〉 = 〈V 〉PT + cVP P = MµI

Q
· (α0(µI ) − PT double count.)

dσ

dV
(v) =

dσ

dV PT
(v − cVP)

α0 is fundamentally non-perturbative but universal, cV is can be predicted
perturbatively. The most widely used approach.

Korchemsky-Sterman shape-function approach

dσ

dV
(v) =

∫

dx
dσ

dV PT
(v − x/Q) fV (x)

fV (x) is a an observable-specific shape-function, which should be
independent of Q. More flexible, but less predictive.
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Experimental tests True test: universality of α0

Universality: α0 should be the same for all ob-
servables (as should αs . . . )

Reasonably true, α0 ' 0.5

Some problems (e.g. αs large in H1 means)

Different experiments measure same things,
sometime get different fit results.
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Experimental tests Universality of α0 in e+e−

From distributions:

T , C consistent

BT maybe has
problem

BW , ρH probably
have problem

From means consistency
is better for all observ-
ables

NB: 1/Q shift predictive
near 2-jet limit, but also
applied elsewhere

∃ signs this might be a cause of the problems for BW , ρH
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Experimental tests Progress since 1995? (For e+e− means)
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Improved PT Alternative to hadronisation

Are we sure (data − NLO) is due to hadronisation? What about higher
orders? cf. Sterman’s Lemma: 1/Q ∼ 7α3

s

Alternative: renormalisation group improved PT (effective charges)
Grunberg ’84

Treat event shape as an effective charge R
Write β-function for this effective charge and fit 〈V 〉 at many scales

This resums a certain class of higher-order effects

Afterwards, convert into αs(MZ ) in MS scheme

Actual fit uses

〈V 〉 = R +
K0

Q

where K0 allows for hadronisation effects
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Improved PT RGI and distributions

Maxwell & Dinsdale

RGI extended to distribu-
tions and resummations.

Unlike situation for means,
hadronisation corrections
are needed (but smaller
than ‘standard’ picture).

What are significance of

Amazing uniformity of
αs values for means

absence of 1/Q there

need for it in
distributions

NNLO may provide further
clues



Gehrmann
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Improved NP Shape functions

More rather than less hadronisation. . .

Enable the best quality fits to data
Sometimes with Gardi-Rathsman Dressed-Gluon-Exponentiation

NB: watch out for
small value of αs '
0.110
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Improved NP Angularities

Major drawback of shape functions: only first moment has a predictable
relation between observables. This is reason why little experimental study

Interesting development: angularities, a class of observables with related
shape functions Berger Kucs & Sterman ’03

Berger & Magnea ’04

τa =
∑

i

Ei

Q
(sin θi)

a(1 − | cos θi |)a =
∑

i

pT ,i

Q
e−(1−a)|ηi |

NB: a = 0 is thrust, a = 1 is broadening

Take νth moment of shape function for τa, fa,ν, then

fa,ν = [f0,ν ]
1

1−a

assuming hadronisation is (a) rapidity independent and (b) decorrelated
between different rapidities Berger & Sterman ’03



Magnea
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Improved NP Angularities (cont.)

Angularities deserve to be measured

Could provide unique insight beyond the Dokshitzer-Webber “shift”
approach

Being investigated in various theoretical contexts
DGE: Berger & Magnea

SCET: Lee

NB: other related class of observables, fractional EEC moments

FCa ≡
∑

i 6=j

EiEj | sin θij |a(1 − | cos θij |)1−a

(
∑

i Ei)2
Θ [(~qi · ~nT )(~qj · ~nT )] ,

with similar NP properties but better (linear) a ≥ 1 limit.
Banfi, GPS & Zanderighi
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Multijets

3-jets in e+e− and DIS
Universality ↔ rapidity-independence?

Most event-shape hadronisation corrections come from large-angle
emission

At large angles, basic event is two colour charges moving fast in
opposite directions — looks boost invariant

➥ (NP part of) hadron-emission pattern is rapidity-independent:

dnh

dktdη
= Φh(kt)

Feynman tube model

Observable factorises: V (k) ' fV (η) · kt

Q

〈V 〉NP '
∫

dη fV (η)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

cV

·
∫

dkt
kt

Q
Φh(kt )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

〈kt〉/Q→α0µI /Q

But what happens in multi-jet events, where boost invariance broken?
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Multijets

3-jets in e+e− and DIS
Multijet summary

Some (preliminary) data are available:

Aleph, H1, ZEUS

Some calculations exist

Manual resummations Banfi, Dokshitzer, Marchesini, Mueller

Automated CAESAR

Fixed-order NLOJET

Assembly of all elements still missing Banfi & Zanderighi, in progress
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Multijets

Hadron-colliders
Hadron-collider observables

Event-shape Impact of ηmax
Resummation
breakdown

Underlying
Event

Jet
hadronisation

τ⊥,g tolerable none ∼ ηmax/Q ∼ 1/Q
Tm,g tolerable none ∼ ηmax/Q ∼ 1/(

√
αsQ)

y23 tolerable none ∼ √
y23/Q ∼ √

y23/Q

τ⊥,E , ρX ,E negligible none ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/Q
BX ,E negligible none ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/(

√
αsQ)

Tm,E negligible serious ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/(
√

αsQ)
y23,E negligible none ∼ 1/Q ∼ √

y23/Q

τ⊥,R, ρX ,R none serious ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/Q
Tm,R, BX ,R none tolerable ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/(

√
αsQ)

y23,R none intermediate ∼ √
y23/Q ∼ √

y23/Q
Banfi, Zanderighi & GPS

NB: there may be surprises after more de-
tailed study, e.g. matching to NLO...

Grey entries are definitely
subject to uncertainty

Note complementarity between observables
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Multijets

Hadron-colliders
Underlying event ↔ small-x saturation

Point highlighted by Mueller:

hadron-collider event shapes, since they are sensitive to the
‘underlying event’ may also provide a way of getting information on
high-energy saturation, which is expected to lead to a non-negligible
(∼ 1 − 2 GeV) new kind of ‘semi-perturbative’ effect in
hadron-hadron collisions
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Extending the field Anomalous dimensions

Try to calculate O (αsα0/Q) contribution:

perturbative gluon, K

non−perturbative gluer, κ

+ +

∫
dKt

dKt
CFαs(Kt)

∫
dκt

dκt
“(CF + CA)”δαs (κt) · V (K , κ)

−
∫

dKt

dKt
CF αs(Kt)

∫
dκt

dκt
CF δαs (κt) · V (κ)

−
∫

dKt

dKt
CF αs(Kt)

∫
dκt

dκt
“(CF + CA)”δαs (κt) · V (K)

Not too clear how to calculate this in practice, but seems likely there is a
residual logarithmic contribution:

α0

Q
· αs ln

Q

λ

i.e. power correction has anomalous dimension [Dasgupta, GPS, Trocsanyi]
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Extending the field Outlook

There was much in workshop beyond the talks — ∼ 30% of time devoted
to discussion

Need to define joint programme of theoretical / experimental studies,
especially while some LEP & HERA experimenters still interested

Several avenues in need of further exploration. Personal selection:

connections between ECH/RGI approach and ‘standard’ approaches
understanding how to draw firm conclusions from αs , α0 fits
angularities & shape-function classes
multi-jet and hadron-collider event shapes
anomalous dimensions
. . .

Follow-up workshop being considered, possibly at Ringberg Castle
(Germany) in early 2007.
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